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Abstract 
For many industrial applications such as automotive and aerospace markets scanning of long objects exceeding the dimensions 
of the detector is usually required, while providing accurate measurements. To this extent helical scanning is a valuable 
solution. Assessing metrological performances in CT helical scanning has therefore become of crucial importance for its 
application for dimensional quality control. In this work metrological performances for helical scanning are investigated, and 
compared with those of conventional circular scans. A design of experiments is also performed to study the influence of main 
scan parameters in helical scans when performing dimensional measurements. 
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1  Introduction 
X-ray computed tomography (CT) has successfully entered the field of industrial metrology as an innovative and powerful 
non-contact measuring technique, becoming a valuable alternative to classical (i.e. tactile and optical) coordinate measuring 
machines (CMMs) [1].  
Besides conventional 3-D CT techniques using a circular scanning trajectory, some industrial 3-D CT systems allow exploiting 
also helical scanning [2]. For many industrial applications, indeed, (e.g. automotive, aerospace markets) scanning of long 
objects exceeding the dimensions of the detector is usually required, while providing accurate measurements. Moreover, 
helical scanning can eliminate the cone-beam artifact which characterizes conventional circular trajectories [3]. Helical 
scanning is therefore a powerful solution which enhances flexibility of the system and, when using suitable parameters, 
improves image quality. On the other hand, additional movements of the manipulator (or X-ray source and detector) are 
required, which represent additional error sources for metrological applications.  Assessing metrological performances of CT 
systems using the principle of helical scanning has therefore become of crucial importance for their applications as coordinate 
measuring systems (CMSs). At the state of the art, there are no internationally accepted standards for performance verification 
of CT systems [4]. The Working Group 10 of ISO Technical Committee 213 is currently working on a new draft standard, 
which is proposed to become the future part 11 of ISO 10360 series [5]. In the absence of such a standard, the existing German 
guideline VDI/VDE 2630-1.3 [6] is being used as a de facto international consensus. In strict accordance with ISO 10360 
series for CMMs [7], the VDI/VDE document describes how to calculate the metrological characteristics length measurement 
error (E), and probing errors of size and form  (respectively PS and PF) for testing the 3-D global and local error behavior of 
the overall CT system. Since most manufacturers of CT systems currently use this guideline to verify metrological 
performances of axial CT systems, we choose to also follow the guideline for helical scanning. Moreover, this allows a direct 
comparison between circular and helical scanning. 
Performance verification for helical scanning has not been fully studied yet. In [8] the authors compare probing errors for 
circular and helical scanning by mean of simulations tools. Simulated results prove significantly lower PF for helical scanning, 
however no consideration are drawn for length measurement errors and no real data are acquired to validate the simulation. In 
[9] exact helical cone-beam reconstruction using Katsevich filtered back projection is implemented. A 10x10x10 mm3 titan 
alloy cube featuring 25 spherical calottes on three sides, is scanned. Simulated results are compared with real data, however in 
this case helical scans show the highest form errors in contrast with simulated data. 
In this paper an experimental study based on repeated CT measurements on a calibrated reference object is performed. Sphere 
distance errors (SD) and probing errors of size and form are calculated for both circular and helical scanning. A Design of 
Experiment (DoE) is also performed to evaluate the influence of the main scanning parameters when applying helical 
trajectories (e.g. helical pitch, number of projections per revolution), on metrological performances of CT systems.  

2  Cone-beam helical scanning principles  

Helical scanning principle consist of a different scanning strategy in which the rotation of the object is simultaneously 
performed with a translational movement along the rotation axis, as schematically shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1:  Schematic representation of scanning geometries for a) cone-beam CT with circular trajectory, b) cone-beam CT with helical 
trajectory. 

 
The translational movement along the vertical axis can be obtained by moving the manipulator along the vertical direction, or 
with a combined movement of source and detector. Regardless of how the movement is obtained, the travelling path of a point 
on the sample, viewed by a fixed point on the detector, describes a helix. This allows obtaining two main advantages compared 
to circular scan geometry. First, helical scanning enables analyzing long objects exceeding the dimensions of the detector along 
the vertical axis in one single scan. Second, it reduces cone-beam artifacts. One of the most widely used reconstruction 
algorithm for circular trajectories is Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm [10].  The completeness condition [11, 12], 
however, is not satisfied in circular cone-beam CT. Therefore, shading and streaking artifacts caused by incomplete sampling 
[3], known as cone-beam artifact or Feldkamp artifact, occur while moving away from the central plane of the detector and 
increase with cone-beam angle. When using helical trajectories instead, with an appropriate helical pitch (i.e. vertical distance 
traveled per revolution), these artifacts can be eliminated.  

3  Experimental investigation 
CT measurements in this work were performed with a North Star Imaging CXMM metrological CT system featuring a 225kV 
micro-focus reflection X-ray source and air-cooled cabinet.  
The reference object used in the study is shown in Figure 2. It consists of a ball bar with six equally spaced ruby spheres with 
nominal diameter D = 3.180 mm glued on a carbon-fiber frame. The object allows measuring 15 uni-directional lengths 
ranging nominally from 10 to 50 mm.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Position and orientation of the ball bar in the measuring volume. 
 

The reference object was previously calibrated by means of a tactile CMM ZEISS Prismo Vast equipped with a tactile 
scanning probe head. Calibrated values of center-to-center distances between spheres and form measurements were obtained 
through repeated CMM measurements. 
For both helical and circular scans, the workpiece was placed inside the measuring volume as described in Figure 2. Scanning 
the object in a vertical orientation allows to fully take into account the cone-beam artifact (as it will be explained in section 4).  
Each CT scan was performed with scan parameters reported in Table 1, as a good compromise between scanning time and scan 
quality. 

a) b) 
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Voltage 110 kV 
Current 180 uA 

Exposure time 200 ms 
Frame averaging 5 frames 

Filtering  0.127 mm Cu 
Voxel size 33.6 µm 

SOD 142 mm 
SDD 536 mm 

Detector pixel size 127 µm 
 

Table 1: Scanning parameters used for the experimental investigation. 
 

The reference object was scanned with both circular and helical scan trajectories. Three repeated CT scans were performed 
with conventional scanning mode according to the parameters of Table 1 and acquiring 1080 projections. 
A DoE was performed for testing the influence of scanning parameters on metrological performances for helical scanning. 
Two relevant factors influencing quality and scanning time were taken into account: helical pitch and number of projections. 
For each factor three levels were considered based on a preliminary investigation. This results in a 32 factorial design for a total 
of 9 scans. Scanning parameters for the DoE are reported in Table 2. 
 
 

Factor name Levels 
Helical pitch 13.974 mm  5.588 mm 3.104 mm 
Number of 
projections 

1080  2500 4000 1080 2500 4000 1080 2500 4000 

 
Table 2: Factors and levels used in the design of experiments for helical scanning mode. Each helical pitch parameter was tested against all 

number of projections, for a total of 9 scans. 
 
Each scan was performed with a randomized order. Scan number 9 was repeated three times in order to assess repeatability of 
CT measurements, when applying helical scanning mode, in the configuration that, theoretically, should provide the best 
results (smallest pitch, highest number of projections). 
All CT scans, both circular and helical, were performed in step-wise mode. 

4  Results 
In this section the main results obtained from CT measurements are presented. All CT data were reconstructed using NSI efX-
ct reconstruction software. A standard FDK algorithm was used for reconstructing the circular scans. The helical scans were 
reconstructed with an FDK-based algorithm adapted for helical trajectories. No beam-hardening correction was applied. CT 
volumes were subsequently imported and analyzed by mean of VGStudio MAX 2.2. A local adaptive surface determination 
was used for all CT scans. 
For each sphere a region of interest, consisting of the top hemisphere, was taken into account. This allows removing the part of 
spheres glued to the rod, which could lead to inaccuracies in measurements, and at the same time to take into account the cone-
beam artifact at both poles of the sphere with the configuration of Figure 2. 
Gaussian least square fitting was used for spheres evaluation. Sphere distance errors and probing errors of size and form were 
calculated according to VDI/VDE 2630 part 1.3. 
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Figure 3: Measured probing errors of form for circular and helical scans. 

 
In Figure 3 probing errors of form are plotted for each of the six spheres of the ball bar. Results of the DoE for helical scans, 
and of circular scans are reported and compared. For both, circular scan and scan #9 of the DoE, results presented in the graph 
are average values obtained from three repeated CT measurements. It is evident how, for circular scan trajectories, the spheres 
at top and bottom of the detector (respectively sphere 6 and sphere 1) are highly influenced by the cone-beam artifact.  In this 
case, due to the chosen configuration with high cone-beam angle 25.6 degrees (SOD = 142 mm SDD = 536 mm), the form 
error reaches 25 µm. For spheres closer to the center of the cone and mid plane of the detector (sphere 3 and 4), PF are 
significantly smaller and go down to 6 µm. In circular scan trajectories therefore PF are not uniformly distributed, and the 
influence of the cone-beam artifact depends on the distance from the mid plane of the detector, and magnification. PF for 
helical scans, instead, show a homogeneous distribution along the whole detector. Figure 3 shows also, as expected, the high 
influence of helical pitch on PF. Depending on selected helical pitch, PF range from 6 µm to 18 µm (respectively smallest and 
highest helical pitch). The smallest helical pitch of 3.104 mm provide the best results. In this case PF is comparable with the 
one obtained with circular scans for sphere 3 and 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: 3-D plot of measured probing errors of form, and factors considered in the design of experiments for helical scans.  
 

Figure 4 presents the dependency of the measured probing error of form and the factors helical pitch and number of 
projections. For each of the nine scans, the average value of measured PF for the six spheres is computed and displayed in the 
graph. The 3-D plot shows how the helical pitch has the highest influence on PF. The number of projections has a smaller 
influence on the measured probing errors of form. By increasing the number of projections, PF improves. A linear relationship 
appears to be present between helical pitch and measured PF. However, more points (i.e. more helical pitch) should be mapped 
to better describe the dependency. 
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent respectively the average of probing errors of size and sphere distance errors for helical scans 
with selected parameters. Probing errors of size are always smaller than 3.5 µm, with no substantial difference between helical 
and circular scans.   

 

Figure 5: 3-D plot of the relationship between PS and helical pitch and number of projections. 

 

Figure 6: 3-D plot of the relationship between sphere distance errors and helical pitch and number of projections. 

 
Also for sphere distance errors the 3-D plot (Figure 6) assume the shape of an horizontal plane meaning that the helical pitch 
and number of projections, with the three levels considered in this study, are not influencing the calculated sphere distance 
errors. 

5  Conclusions 

In this work, metrological performances of CT helical scanning have been investigated and compared to conventional circular 
scanning. The influence of the scanning parameters for helical scans has also been studied by performing a design of 
experiments. The use of helical scanning trajectories reduces significantly the measured probing errors of form. With exactly 
the same scanning configuration, PF are reduced from 25 µm (for circular scans with high cone angle) to 6 µm when using 
helical scanning. Moreover in the latter case, PF are not dependent on the location of the sphere from the mid plane of the 
detector and uniform probing errors of form can be obtained for all spheres, even for those at top and bottom of the detector. 
Probing errors of size and sphere distance errors were also calculated. Experimental results show no significant difference 
between circular and helical scans.  
The results show that helical scanning, with appropriate scan parameters, performs even better than traditional circular scans 
with a strong improvement on image quality. Therefore helical scanning is suitable for dimensional quality control.  
However, helical scans have additional scan parameter with respect to conventional scanning, that can influence metrological 
performances. Results from the design of experiments show that the helical pitch has a significant influence on measured PF. 
Experimental results suggest using a helical pitch of similar dimension as the characteristic to be inspected. A linear 
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relationship was found between measured PF and helical pitch. However a denser evaluation of helical pitch should be used to 
better define the relationship. The number of projections has less influence on measured PF. While increasing the number of 
projections PF decreases. For probing errors of size and sphere distance errors, the factors helical pitch and number of 
projections do not show a significant influence. 
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